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S. African police clash with striking students
JOHANNESBURG. South
Afnca (UP!) - Police firing
shotguns. rubber buUets and
tear gas clashed Tuesday with
one group of students
boycoltmg classes near
Johannesburg and another
demanding the reopening of
hundreds of schools around
Ca~ Town.
MllIed·race youths burned
barricades of tires in Cape

Town's AlhIone township and
blocked roads with bijacked
buses. Police fired rubber
buUets and tear gas and
arrested about 176 people including parents. teachers
and the school principal - to
break up the protests.
A woman. who asked oot to
be named. said she saw a
youth identified as Mark
Chonoo. 17. shot in L"" back by

police.
"He waited for me while I
went into a shop." she said.
"As I came out. I saw bim
running away and suddenly
there was a bang and the sbirt
on his back went red.
"HE RAN on a bit and then
he fell." she said. The youth
was taken to Cape Town's

Groote Schuur Hospilal where
doctors said he w.; in a
critical condition wiL'I his
lungs punctured by shotgun
fU'e.
In the sprawling black
township of Soweto outside
Johannesburg. a black youth
was badly injured outside a
school when he tried to steal a
car and the driver and

passengers atlacked him with
sticks
.
At Soweto's Naledi Higb
ScIIooI, police ftral shotguns.
rubber buUets aDd lear ps to
disperse ~ demanding to
see the pnncipal to diIIeuss
demands for recagnition of an
elected student represenlative
council. No injuries were
reported.

Trustees approve money
to install new scoreboard
I, P.u" luc:kn..
Stall Writer

InstaUation costs for a new
scoreboard in the SIU Arena
tolaUing $125.000 have been
approved by the SIU Board of
Trustees. but more than half
the money will come from
private contributions.
The board approved the
appropriation at its meeting
11Iursday. although the approved amount is higher than
an original estimated cost of
the system.
~ summer 1", the
Univenllty was approached by
a representative of a sign
manufacluriDg fum with a

=.:..!..ttoin~~

new

The new scoreboard was
don8led by Harry Crisp of the
Pepsi-Cote Bottling Co. of
Marion. All costs relative to
the board's installation.
however. are the responsibility
of the UrJversity.

The University received an
estimated $75.000 cost from a
private sign instaUalion firm
for the inslalhtion of .. new
system wbich includes the
main scoreboard with a
message center. two auxiUary
end scoreboards. a new winch
system and a new sound
system.
SUbsequent bids recently
received from installation
compenies to install the board
and its systems were
significantly higher tha n
$75.!fOO. The new $125.000 instauation request was submitled to the trustees Thur-

8da,...

new ..,.....,....

Ia........

system will be installed
SU\1u1taneously.
Clarence "Doc" Dougberty.
vice president for campus
services. said the replacement
won'tlake place for a wbile.
"It·s to go back to the board
in October for the awarding of
the contract." Dougherty said.
Assuming the contract award
is approved. an instaUation
date of about 10 days has to be
arranged at a time that is
" least disruptive to the Arena
users." he said.

Is

slplfleanUy
much
heavier and requires larger
ntities of electricity thon
present one. Major
changes in the present sound
system will have to be made to
accomoda te
the
new
scoreboard so a :leW sound
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Bar fined $250 despite protest
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Reagan defends 'fair trade'
WASHINGTON <uP!) heavily criticized by the
President Reagan. calling for Soviets. as a possible block to
"free aud fair trade for all." . progress at arms reduction
warned TUesday night against talks . saying. "We can
repeating a " mindless eliminate" these " horrible
stampede "
toward the nuclear weapons."
protectionism of the 19305 and
asked Congress to help bim
In response to questions on
open up closed markets his imposition of ...nctions
overseas.
against South Africa Sept. 9 .•
Reagan was speaking at his despite criticism in Congress
first formal news conference that they were not harsh
in three months and the first enough, Reagan said. "What I
since his cancer surgery.
tried to do was avoid the kind
of economic sanctions that
Reagan defended his would have (worked) against
proposed " Slar Wars" defense the people they were supposed
system. which has been to help.

This Moming
Latest Joel album
features his best
-Page 10

Knee brace saves
day for Salukis
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Stall Writer

The American Tap was fined
$250 Monday by the Carbondale Liquor Commission
for allowing a customer to
leave with an open beer. But
the bar's owner said that the
ordinance the bar was charged
with violating is " unenforcable."
An American Tap patron •
testifying on the city's behalf.
said he left the bar with a
long-neck bottle of beer in his
possession Aug. 17. But. he
also said that the doorman
checking for such infractions
did oot actually allow bim to
leave.
The bar was busy and the
doorway leading to the bar was
crowded . the . customer
testified. adding that these two
factors ma)· have distracted
the doorman when cuslomel"S
were malting lhejr exits.

William Budslick. owner.of
the Tap. asked that the charge
be dropped because custome.."
couJd falsely claim that they
left a bar with open liquor. and
bar owners could not disprove
such claims.
Budslick charged that the
commission was "opening a
can of worms that they may
oot want opened. " He said that
if " someone wanted to steal a
bottle or bottles of beer and
take them outside. they
would."
Assistant City Attorney Barb
Colvin silid that holding a
liquor license is a privilege
permitted only under c0nditions set by the city t"OOncil
and that a violation of those
conditions calls for some form
of legal action.
" If people are not fI!"O!Iibited
from leaving barn With beer. a
mini-Halloween couJd Deeur
every weekend. " Colvin said.

She also said that public
safety was at issue because if
people are oot allowed to leave
bars with open alcohol there
will he fewer drunk drivers on
the roads .
Commissioner
Helen
Westberg agreed that the
ordinance is hard to enforce.
but said that it could not be
" brushed aside because ;t ....as
another busy night" at the
Tap.
In other action Monday
night. the commission voted to
grant the Carbondale Eagles
Club a Class C temporary
liquor license for a benefit
dance to be held on Sept. 28.
On the request of the Eagles
Club the commission waved
the $75 license fee usually
charged for a Class C.license.
The club claimed that they
would realize little actual gain
for the benefit dance if the fee
were not waved.

City to seek state funding to aid businessman
a, WID. Brpn DeV._
StaII_

The city of Carbondale will
ask the Illinois Department of
ComIlll!l"Ce aDd Community
Affairs for a loan on bebaIf of a
Williamson
Count)'
businessman to help him
reopen a vacant eastside
restalll"llnt.
c.rl Bra_. operator of
the WIIIlaIll50ll Caunty Airport
Restall/'all.l, . is --inC the

in

city's _isl8nce 1IeCIII'inI .•
loan from the DCCA to reapen
tbe former Golden Bear
restalll"llnt located at East
Walnut and Wall streeta.
Branson is asking the city to
apply for an ,11,000 flllecKate
loan 011 his bebaIf tInuIh the
DCCA's Fixed Rate Ji'IJuuIdItC
Fund.
Aceordlng to DCCA
representative Tom Lentz, the
loan project is the ~t of •
biocii Il'Ut lraia the DCCA to :

the city. Lentz eapl8ined thot
the city, 011 bebaIf of Branson,
_ t alllllY for the loan. The·
city wciUkJ theiI coUect loan
..from loan.
Branson
to
DCAA
He said

.-u;;r..:

that
city will be....,...aible
for administering the
revoIriDIloan fund lbat will be

-:'-=by:=~~-:.i.

lhuIIulic 8UppIII't from the
COIIIDmity at a
IleuiJJC
Monday re.ndla. the

.-uc

establisbment of the loan fund.
BraMCIII IBid lbat the $11,000
would be U8ed to meet the
'100._ am_t needed to
reapeD the restaurant.
Branson said tbat the
restaurant will be open 24
houndaUy. .
The '100.000 needed to
reopIIl the restaurant will be
UIeiI to _ _ te aDd refurbish
the l'IIIIc!!lJ8, Branson ..id, aDd
.Iso for ~ba.i... new,
eqalJllllent.

.,.
News
nation/world

Record U.S. trade defecit
prompts open market effort
WASHINGTON <uP!) - A Senate trade subcommittee. amid
growing concern over the nation's record trade deficit. Tuesday
approved the first or many trade bills designed to force
American trading partners to open tlK-ir markets. The bill.
sponsored by Chairman John Danforth. R·,"Io.• would force other
countrieo ..... rticularly Japan. to open !hPi. ' ~Iecommunications
markets to U.S. imports.

Sandlnlsta leader blames U.S. lor war
THE HAGUE. Netherlands <uP!) - Nicaraguan Finance
Minister William Hupper Tuesday blamed the United States for
the war in his country and said damages inflicted by rebels from
1S;)1-1984 amounted to more than $300 million. A French priest
also testifying in Nicaragua's subversion suit against
WasrJngton in the International Court of Justice said U.S.'
backed rebels had created an atmosphere of terror through
kidnappings. rapes, murder and torture.

Suicide truck driver thwarted In Lebanon
BEIRUT. Leba..... (UPIl - Rival militias battled with
mortars and rockets in Leba.....·s three largest cities Tuesday.
killing at least 17 people and wounding 75. Shells pelted President
Amin Gemayel's palace but he was not hurt. In southern
Lebanon, a Lebanese suicide driver attacked an Israel; hacked
militia checkpoint but militia sources said guards opened fire
and his expIosives·filled car blew up before reaching its target.
Israel did not immediately confmo the attack.

Senate bill would give Illegal aliens amnesty
WASHINGTON (UPIl - The Senate. in its ftfth day or debate
on a Iong-awaited immigration measure. moved Tuesday toward
passing a bill aimed at stemming a rising nood or illegal aliens
across U.S. borders. The controversial measure would grant
amnesty to hundreds of thousands of illegal immjf
' rants now
living in the United States. Among major issues sti facing the
Senare was an already-4efeated amendment that would let
growers legaUy bring in 350.000 foreign farmhands to help
barvest bighly perishable crops. chiefly in the West.
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WASHINGTON (UPI) - Secretary or State George Shultz.
declaring "there is no need for this to go on any longer." said
Tuesday the United States will ban imports of South Mrican gold
coins in a matter of weeks. Sh.Jitz·s comment. during testimony
on refugee policy to a Senate subcommittee. tied up one loose end
from President Reagan's aMouncement of limited economic
sanctions against the government in Pretoria. In imposing the
measures. Rp.agan said there would be consultation with the II&nation General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade organization on
a U.S. cutoff or importation of the gold coins.

Soviets say U.S. mlssle test will hurt talks
MOSCOW (UPI) - The Soviet Union warned Tuesday that the
U.S. test or an anti-satellite missile last week created " inevitable
negative implications" for the Geneva arms negotiations. The
Communist Party newspaper Pravda termed the test Friday " a
step in a dangerous direction" and said the Soviet Union would
consider itself free to place anti·satellite weapons in space.
Pravda said the test also was "an obvious attempt by certain
American quarters" to undermine preparations for the
November summit meeting between President Reagan and
Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev.

Soviets violating missile truce, official says
BRUSSELS. Belgium (UPI) - The Soviet Unioo instaUed 18
more 88-20 intermediate-range nuclear missiles during the J.l3St
three months despite its stated moratorium agamst
deJOOyments. a U.S. official charged Tuesday. H. Allen Holmes.
director of potitical-military affairs at the State Department.
told reporters the Soviets'are also continuing to build new 88-20
bases. Holmes spoke after chairing a meeting of NATO's Special
Consultative Group. which monitors East·West negotiations ...
Intennediate-nnge Nuclear Forces. or INF.

Leftist rebel group admits Duarte kidnapping
leftist rebel IIJOUP
~"PlIinI President Jose
exchange her for
It was the ftl'St
said that leftists
abduction 0{ Ines

Students, representatives pleased with expo
By Jim McBride
SlalfWriler

Student attendance at
Tuesday's Career Expo '85
was significanUy lower than
last year's event. but many
students and company
representatives who attended
were pleased with the exposition.
Marilyn Detomasi. coordinator of the eve",. said thaI
although only about 2.()()('
students attended the event.
the variety of companies
present made the ~pos ition a
success.
" I think the companies are
really pleased . "
said
Detomasi." I think that this
year has been the best in terms
o(vari .....y.··
REPRESE!'I:TI\Tt\'ES from
several of the companies that
participated in the exposition
said they were pleased with
st udent attendance a l the
event.

Lori Burton. representative
. from P eop le's Express
Airlines said. "We were
pleased overall with the
quality and caliber of the
s tudents."
Jim Sauser. a representative
from K-Ma rl Apparel. said." It
has been really successful.
I've had a lot of response."
Rodger Rodd. r epresen tallve of the Olin Corp, said
last yea r 's exposition was
beller in terms of student
attend~nce. but that he also
receIved a good response from
s tudents attending this year.
SEVERAL STUDENTS
indicated that the exposition
was a good concept and that
they were pleased with the
coopera lion of company
representatives.
" 1 think it's a really good
idea . It's a good way to get in
touch with the job ma rket,"
said Tim Murphy. senior in

Bob AU.".nd Lori Burton, 'rom the New Yorlc me'ropoUtlin .,.., lit at their booth at theC.rMf Expo Tunday.

Pla nt and Soil Sciences.
Some of the companies had
attractive and informative
displays to attract student
interest.
THE U.S.NAVl' ran a video
display featuring Charleton
Heston speaking on the merits
of the Navy's nuclear sul>marine program. The Illinois

State Police provided information pamphicts on some
of its law enforcement
programs. Texas Instruments
had a large display indicating
academic degrees and other
conditions that the company
requires of its employees.

portunity for undergraduates
to look for internships. Sbe
said that representatives from
State Farm Insurance Co. ,
Foleys. May Co. and Horace
Mann Insurance Co. were
looking for potential interns at
the exposition.

Detomasi said that the exposition was a good op-

SOME STUDENTS made
contacts for interviews and

possible job placement during
the event , according to
Detomasi .
She said that she would like
to arrange a two day event for
next year's exposition and
have company representatives
talk to student groups and
faculty members prior to the
event.
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~. at Commentary

Placing the blame
where it should be
mE TOBACCO INDUSTRY has come undec a great deal of
scrutiny lately. and for a very good reason : mol'@ and more
people are becoming fed up WIth the legal immunity enjoyed
by an industry that manufactures such a dangerous pr"Oduct.
At the heart of the controversy is Donald Garner, professor at
the SIU.c School of Law, whose extensive writings on the subject
of tobacco company liability have fanned the names, so to speak,
of pending lawsuits seeking damages for personal injuries and
deaths caused by smoking.
And Garner has another idea: hold tobacco companies liable
for injuries, deaths and other damages caused by cigaretteinduced fires.
This is an excellent idea .
Unlike lawsuits for personal injury caused by " ctua lly
smoking cigarettes - where plaintiffs rely on a failure-Io-warn
theory, which suggests that a consumer should he warned about
the dangers of a product before using it - fi.-e Iiabilit)' lawsuits
would be based on a defecti ve design theory, whIch would
question the manufacturer'S ability to have eliminated
foreseeable dangers from the 'Product.
According to an article wntten by Garner in the New York
State Journal of Medicine, Congress has established a commission to study the feasibility of producing a relatively fire-safe
cigarette. He notes another article in the same publication,
written by A. McGuire, that claims production of such a
cigarette has long heen feasible.
GARNER GOES ON TO SAY that, according to the U.S.
Consumer Products Safety Commission, cigarette manufacturers add citrates to cigarette paper to make it burn even when
not heing smoked. This shows that the tobacco industry not only
fails to provide a fire-safe cigarette, but actually adds a
chemical that makes the product even more dangerous than it
would be if left alone.
Fire liability law.uits would be more feasible than their
personal injury counterparts. 1\ would be relatively easy to
prove who did what to whom. Cigarette companies would be less
able to claim that fires caused by cigarettes were the result of
other factors.
1\ would also be much easier to prove negligence on the part 0(
the industry, because a fire-safe product can be made, whereas
in a suit seeking damages for I~ cancer, for examl'Je, one
cannot prove that tobacco comparues can produce a c.garette
that issafe to5moke.
And the number 0( poosible cases could be somewhat easily
accommodated by the court system, with cigarette-induced fire
deaths - an estimated 2,100 per yeu - and fire in~es - 9,500
per year - being considerably, fewer than the 350,000 estimated
deaths caused by actually smoki"-II cigarettes.
Tobacco companies must face the consequences 0( their
products. Considering that many injuries and deaths could have
l.een rrevented, it's about time.

~=~ior:h~asc':."se i~

point. The football coach left
for another university.
Southern Illinois cannot be
that bad 0( a place that athletic
coaches only wait for some

CIVIL RIGHTS groups
labored for decades '" enshrine in law the principle 0(
the 1964 Civil Rights Act,
which decreed that no
discrimination is allowed " on
the basis of race, color,
religion, or national origin."
Now civil rights groups are
furious at the Reagan administration for taking that
principle seriously. In other
words, we are back in the
Orwellian land uf " affirmative
action."
The administration is
considering a draft executive
order to end the racial hiring
quotas impooed on companies
doing business with the federal
government. The surprise is
that it took so long. President
Reagan has always opposed
quotas, but he left the old
policy alone for four and a half
years.

a change
brouaht the expected barrage
0( denunciations, some 0(
which were so imaginative as
to be comical. The Leadership
measure 0( success in order to Co:tference on Civil Rights
said the proposal was part nf a
facilitate a move elsewhere.
Rather, I think that suc- "comprehensive assault that
cessful talent, which is proven, extremists within the adis talent that should be kept. ministra tion have heen waging
against civil rights laws for the
=r.:r~oa'g~e:~O::Jda6e ~~i past four years." The NAACP
Defen~ a
and
with an equal counter-offer by Legal
Educational Fund called it
the Board of Trustees.
"the most anti-civil rights step
It means a lot to major taken by a president since
universities to have successful Woodrow Wilson issued orders
athletic programs that are
consistent. The athletic :;'T~rinfnd~the~~lli: ~
government
programs cannot become federal
consistent, least 0( all suc- buildings."
cessful, when they serve only
as training grounds for
coaches and assistants who
OU, COME ON . All \h<, order
then leave for another would do is establish as federal
uniyersity.
policy what everyone assumed
Maybe someone ought to to be required by the Civil
look into the problem.-ROII Rights
Act. It treated racial
Sereg, Cla.s 0( 1"7, Arlington. discrimination, regardles:.' of
Virginia
the color 0( those victimized,

Keep good coaches
I would like to voice a concern that has bothered me for
some time now. I am reminded
of it again with the start 0( the
Saluki football season.
Each time that SIU manages
to come up with a winning
team in football, basketball,
baseball, etc. the coach i>
whisked away to anothe.
university obviously fo r
greater remuneration thaI.
what SIU is willing to meet " ,
keep them.
1\ bappened after Jack
Hartman coached the Salukis
to an NIT cbampionship in
1967. sm's 1983 national

Equality under the law ignored
with affirmative action policies

Doonesbury

The prospect

0(

of non-discrimination principles" - which is like
characterizing the First
Amendment as merely a
passive acceptance of noncensorship principles.

Stephen
Chapman
Tribune Company
as evil. 'Its sponsors and
supporters emphasized that
quotas for bladls wwld not be
allowed, and Title VII of the
law
explicitly
bars
"preferential treatment" for
any group.

But the federal government
has read those words and
intentions out 0( the law. Since
1971, it has mandated thal
companies with whom it does
business must bire and
promnte minority and female
WoRers in proportion to thdr
numbers in each particular
tyrenfwork .
Federal contractors can't
hire the besl available person
for each job. They must hire a
representa tive sample of the
available WoR force, even if it
means rejecting more able
candidates for less able ones.
The proposed order, by con·
trast, says that employers
may not consider the applicant's color or sex.
The requil'\!ments 0( color·
blirodness Os whal the natioo
embraced in the Civil Rights
Act. It was meant to guarantee
blacks and other minorities
equality before the law. But
tllis once-hallowed idea is now
disparaged by the New York
Tulles, in an editorial. as
merely a " passive acceptance

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

THE TIMES also makes the
outlandish claim that " il's
unrealistic to expect fair
hiring to survive such a
change. " Its readers wwldn't
know that, as Hoover Institution scholar Thomas
Sowell notes, " where husbands
and wives are both collegeeducated, and both worl<ing,
black families ...earn slightly
more than white families ."
Nor would they know that
outside the South, black
couples wilhout college
educations now earn about as
mach as their white counterparts.
This progress can' t

be

ascribed to racial quotas, since

the trend was well-established
long before 1971. And quotas
don't help those blacks who are
worst O(f: TlKlIe with less
education and job experience
did worse in the 19705 than in
the 19605. The main sources 0(
black poverty lie in
pathological cultural patterns,
particularly Single-parent
families, and in the decline of
urban public schools.
Affirmative action does
nothing to cure those afflictions . But it does stigmatize
the achievements 0( blacks
who have succeeded in spite 0(
them, thus eroding their own
self-esteem and buttressing
the suspicions 0( white racists.
It also debases the precious
principle 0( individual equality
before the law, whose importance should be especially
obvious to those groups who
have suffered from its
violation. The administration
deserves praise for restoring
that ideal to its righUul place.
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Star Wars: A miracle cure from Reagan
IT'S A PATE1\T medicine. a
miracle cure. The Star Wars
defense s~stem is designed to
relieve all ailments : military.
political. economic. you name
it.
And just as with the patent
medicines that were so
popular many years ago. it will
soon be realized that Star Wars
just won't work . There has
never been such thing as a
miracle cure, and there never
will be.
However. the Reagan administration keeps insisting
that there is hope. Its members claim the solution to the
cycle of nuclear proliferation
lies in technology . High-tech
put us in this predicament ;
high-tech will get us out.
Unfortunately for this dream
of all dreams. it is not
technically possible. Scientists
across the nation, beginning
with the University of Illinois,
are coming out against the
senseless quest for a miracle
cure.
ALMOST ALL the the
physics professors at the U of
I, which boasts the nation's
second largest physics
department and which is one of
four designated nat ional
supercomputing centers. have
signed a statement calling the
Star
Wars
program
" technicall y dubious and
politicaily unwise ." The
professors say they will not
accept any research money for
the project in a n attempt to
" persuade the public and the
Congress not to support this
deeply misguided. dangerous.
and

enormously

defenses and track each incoming warhead. It would

~~~~~:."c~e't::~~:~~ a !~~~~

the target was destroyed. and
if not. hand the job over to the
next defense la ~er .

COMPUTER SPECIALISTS
have estimated that it will take
a program with over 100
million lInes of flawless
programming to accomplish
this mammoth task. Today's
advanced scientific programs
are only a few hundred
thousand lines long. and
usually laden with "bugs" that
must be worked out.
The problem with the Star
Wars program. says Larry
Smarr. head of one of the
National Science Foundation's
four supercomputing centers,
is that there will be no chance
to work those " bugs" out .
" I! has to work the first time
it's tried in the real world,"
Smarr said in an interview
with the Washington Post,
giving his personal opinion. not
as head of the computer

Thomas Atkins

research stage of the program
is expected to cost 526 billion.
If the Soviets can bui~d up their
weapons arsenal to overpower
the capabilities of Star Wars
cheaper than the United States
can build up its defenses, the
system is not only an ecooQ"llic
failure, but a force to further
speed up the arms race.

Editorial
I'ap;c Editor

BUT LET'S FORGET about
the technical aspect. Let's
assume that a quantum leap in
technology is made and the
system can be employed
center.
tommorrow with the ability to
Bugs in the system won't he defend the United States
the only worry. Smarr said. " If allOWing only what military
(the Soviets) come up with just strategists call " acceptable"
one special trick to spoof the damages.
system and our people didn't
Star wars is still political
bappen to desigr. the system to . suicide. In the ongoing state of
uneasy peace between the
cope with that, it won't work. "
Technical infeasibility of the superpowers, the principle of
system is only the beginning of Mutual Assured Destruction is
its flaws. Another factor that the only force keeping the
makes Star Wars unac- United States and the Soviet
ceptable is its cost. With a Union away from each other's
projected price tag of $1 throats. In short, MAD means
trillion, it's hardly a cheap that no matter what you do to
defense. The first five-year me. I can retaliate so

expensive

program."
Even without the help of
physicists, it is easy to understand why the system is
hopeless at best. and extremely dangerous at worst.
Take for example the massive
computer program that would
be needed to run the battlemanagement station. I! would
be this component's job to
coordinate the layered

THE REASON why Star
Wars is so hopelessly flawed in
so many aspects doesn't really
lie in technical. economic and
political problems. but in the
very r.ature of the miraclecure concept itself. It is based
on the false premise that there
is a simple :.tnswer to an
enormously complex set of
probems.
The most rea lis tic defense
system does not rely on X-ray
lasers and particle beams. it
relies on diplomacy. It will
take yea r s of ca reful
negotia tions ""tween people of
opposing countries. It will
mean getting to know each
other. trying to understand
each other. It will mean
quarrels. debates . and it is
hoped. peaceful resolution.
Sending trillion -dollar
signa Is to the Soviets to show
that the United States means
business is as fallacious as the
whole Star

Oppression in Latin America
of a nation which has an external debt of $5 billion. Too
much for one of the poorest
countries in the world.
Bolivia is just one of the
many examples of fast
spreading crises in all
Hispanic America . Even
Venezuela, one of the richest in
the region is facing economic
difficulties.
President Reagan recently
said very proudly that Latin
America is going democratic,
that the majority of' Latin
American governments today
are democratic. Very true.
They don't have any other
choice. If you go the "other
way," America will cut you off
of aU businesses with the
Western world and economic
sanctions will be imposed at
once. Cuba and Nicaragua
went the " other way" and
wbat happened? Well, we aU
know. But they have the
support of many na tionalist

Latin people because L'>ey
went against the odds against the big oppressor.
That is the feeling ma ny
hispanics are getting nowdays,
that the U.S. is the big 0ppressor. That U.S. image has
to change not only in Hispanic
America but throughout the
world before it is too late.
I! remains to be seen how
Latin America is going to pay
its gigantic external debts. I!
remains to be seen how "real"
democracy is about to be
produced in Hispanic
America, . a truthful government for the truthful people.1t
remains to be seen whal
Hispanic Airerica will be like
50 years from now. Only
history will teU, but after aU
we are the ones who make that
history. just give us a
chance .-Manael TODrl.,
j . .lor, inlemaU.al .IadeDI,
Engineering Technology

Salukis' great game deserves appreciation
Just a note of al'precialion
for th" outstanding lob done by
the enlire Saluki football team
at Champai.iln last Saturday. A
bunch of no-nameS out-played
a nationally ranked team to
the point where the lUini were

Star Wars throws this
uneasy balance into a spin. If
only one side has the capability
to def~,d itself to some degree,
the side without defenses will
be tempted in an unsure
situation to launch a massive
first strike. That way there is a
better chance of overcoming
:he opponent's defenses and
destr"Y.ing their retaliatory
capability.
However, if the defenseless
side remains cautious and
waits to launch a retaliatory
strike, not only will it suffer
" unacceptable damages" but
the few weapons it bas left will
probably not penetrate the
opponent's .1efenses and inflict
" unacceptable" damage.

Wars

gimmick

itself. Signals should be sent
race to face, in conferences.
retreats and summit meetings.
It may take time. and it's no
miracle cure, but humans
must solve human problems .
There is no high-tech solution.

Letters
Bolivia is the typical
representation of a Hispanic
American country. Life is hard
but at the same time people
have a lot of feelings . It is a
country where balf a million
whites reign over five million
proud Indians, descended from
saints and emperors. It is a
country where the military is a
huge drug trafficker while
people work and suffer. I! is a
nation which bas had the most
take-overs by the military in
world history, (191) since its
independence, one each nine
months ), often very cruel.
The social and economic
situation in Bolivia nowdays is
so desperate that not even the
military has attempted to take
over once again. Nobody wants
to be in cbarge of a country
where just this spring, prices
went up between 200 and 500
percent and the peso was
devaluated 300 oercent.
Nobody wants to be i~ charge

destructi vely that sta rting
trouble is not worth it.

grateful for a meager win.
The role reversals of the fans
as the evening progressed,
increasingly sober IUini and
increasingly jubilant Salukis,
was a bonus that only those
present could truly savor. The

team established its character
that night and we hop.! it will
carry through the remainder
of the season.
Great game dogs ! - George
and Katherine Black, Carbondale.

Air traffic controllers
need better treatment
Stlouis Poat-Olapelch
WE PAY increasing attention to stress on the job
these days, but not where
air traffic controllers are
concerned. The president
fired more than 11 ,000 of
them for breaking a nostrike pledge in 1981 , despite
their complaints of overwork. The House Public
Works and Transportation
Committee has just issued a
report on the s:;stem concluding that stress and
fali~ue levels remain as
high as before the strike and
that restaffing the work
force with new personnel
basn't made things better.
Only 6,000 of ttxlay's
14,000 controllers are
considered experienced ;
the rest are regularly
pushed beyond their
physical limits, and there
simply aren't enough people
to run the system. We were
assured at the time of the
firing that this wouldn't
happen and that the system
would be fully rebuilt within
a year. Three years late.
Conp-ess says it still isn't
fixed. But Donald Engen,
head of the Federal
Aviation Administration,

promises to hire more

controllers only

when a

Opinions
from elsewhere
federal review indicates it is
necessury .

The

sub-

committee report. bipartisan in character, doesn 't
seem to move him.
One must wonder what his
priorities are. He is publicly
commiU"d to adequate
staffing, but delays on a
flimsy excuse. Nor has he
done much to remedy the
deep-seated hostility between the FAA bureaucracy
and the controllers, which
led to the strike. Mr. Engen
apparently just can't see the
seriousness of stress in one
of the world's tougbest jobs ;
it makes controllers '
problems unique. special
treatment is fuD deserved.
Conp-ess says the margin
of saf~ in the sk.ies is
diminishIng, although there
has been no mid-air
coIIisi... yet. But we're
pressing our luck; it takes
....y one crash to transform
u-e FAA'S policy from
myopia to madness. The
agency should act on

Congress '

recom -

mendations now : Hire more
and ,treat them
better.

- C\JII~1Iers.
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assurances

and

renewed

hopes.
" Never has the number of
people who want to raise their
voice and to participate in the
shaping 0[ a better world, been
so great," he said.
The 159-nation assembly
elected veteran Spanish
diplomat Jaime de Pinies
president of the 40th session to
conduct the debate on more
than 140 major world issues.
" We should put an end to all
existing conflicts," de Pinies
said in his inaugural speech.
"Taking ad 'antage of this
important anniversar> t we
should give the organization
the prestige it needs so it would
not he viewed with susceptibility or suspicion."

Controversial world leaders
like Libya's Col. Moammar
Khadafy and Poland's Gen.
Wojciech Jaruzelski are
among the list of dignitaries
expected for the three-month
anniversary session. It was not
certain whether Cuban
President Fidel Castro would
make an appearance.
Presidents Jose Sarnay of
Brazil, Alan Garcia of Peru
and Secretary of State George
Shultz will be the first to ad·
dress the assembly next
Monday. Soviet Foreign
Minister Eduard Shevardnadze will speak the following
day.
New York City police have
assigned an extra 4SO officers
to protect the dignitaries from
hotel rooms throughout the
city to the doors of the United
Nalions.
Inside
U.N.
headquarters. a force of nearly
250 security officers will stand
guard.
It normally costs the U.S.
government $7 million a year
to provide security for the
city's 4O.000-slrong diplomatic
community, the largest in the
world. This year it will cost
millions more.
"This city ... is known as a

~254"

city for dipl~mats: ' said
Gillian Sorensen. the city's
Commissioner for the United
Nations and Consular Corps.
" We are proud of it and we
take our task very seriously.

.::!:::::
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Outgoing U.N. chief opens
40th anniversary session
UNITED NATIONS (UPIlOutgoing U.N . General
Assembly President Paul
Lusaka Tuesday opened the
40th anniversary session ,
expecting to attract some 100
world leaders and create a
major security headache for
New York police.
" The people of the world are
scared," Paul Lusaka of
Zambia said . "They are
concerned and anxiously
waiting
for
realislic
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" There have never been so
many kings and presi~ "~ts in
any city at one time. " si .aid.
"But I am satisfie<. with
contingency plans. Security is
foremost in everybndy's
mind. "

~

The commissioner said only
one political assassination was
recorded in the city's history,
that of a low-ranking Cuban
diplomat killed by Cuban
refugees in the late 1960s.
Sorensen and the U.N.
deputy chief of security
Eugene Dagg said they had
received no threats against the
controversial world leaders.
Kings Juan Carlos of Spain.
Fahd of Saudi Arabia. Hussein
and Hassan of
Morocco will spend several
days each in the city and there
will be an array of presidents
from Latin American countries and Soviet-blOC govern·
ment leaders.

of Jordan

Museum to buy paintingof Gacy
CHICAGO (UPIl - The Art
Institute of Chicago Tuesday
defended its decision to
acquire portraits of convicted
serial slayer John Wayne Gacy
and two other killers as part of
its 20th century painting and
sculpture collection.
Gacy. 43. has been on Death
Row since his 1980 conviction
for the sex slayings of 33 young
men and boys. No one in U.S.
history has been convicted of
more murders.
" The paintings were
acquired for their expressive
quality as a visual slatement."
Institute Director James N.
Wood said in a prepared
statement. "De;;isions on on
the acquisition of works of art
are backed upon artistic
strength.
"There are many works of
art in museum collections.
represenWIK human situations
a!ld political events. that those
museums
would
not
necessarily endorse."
• The portraits of<Gaey ' anCIl
two tot~_er
l'a~e6.

k.iII,e,;,;. ,.~~~~.

"Cowboy" Autry and Gerald
Eugene Stano. were purchased
from Chicago artist Linda Lee
by the institute's curator for
the Department of 20th Cen·
tury Painting and Sculpture.
Autry was executed in Texas
last year for killing three
people during a robbery and
Stano was convicted of eight
murders. including the slaying
of a 17-year-<)\d girl in Florida.
"The prints were a~ired
through a normal acqwsition
procedure relating to a
curator's fund .. .• " Wood said.
"This curator's fund is intended to allow the
professional slaff to acquire a
variety of contemporary,

experimental works before
they have stood the test of
time."
The three prints. which were
purchased last month for $900
each, were part of five-print
collection called "Fraternity."
which Lee displayed last
January at a Chicago gallery
as part of an "Artists to
Watch" exhibit.
The museum has no immediate plans to display the
prints.
Insitute spokesman Janet
Bry said if !lie f!!ints 'are ever
displayed. it WIll probably be
as part of a contemporary art
collection.

usa to salute Dorr, alumni, Salukis
The Undergraduate Student

Organization will present Ray
Dorr and the Salulti Football
team "ith "SeDate Salutes" at
its senate meeting Wednesday

an'p.m. 1
. ~ to he saluted are the

Daily Egyptian, September 18. 1115

SIU-C Alumni Association.
Marching Band. Cheerleaders
and Shakers at the meeting at
Student Center Ballroom B.
"Se~.ate Salutes" honor
. 'lUtstanding achievements or
~ormances by groups and
.ndividuals.
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Music instructor elected·
vice-president of fraternity
By Alan Richter
Staff Writer

After being a member of Phi
Mu Alpha Sinfonia since he
was in college, Jervis Underwood. School of Music
faculty member, has been
elected nationa l vice president
of the fra ternity .
Underwood. 53, was elected
to the three-year post at the
group's Triennial National
Assembly in Atlanta in August.
He said he's " really glad to be
in a leader:;hip role" in the
organization.
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia itas
95 ,000 members and 230
collegiate chapters divided
into 36 provinces. Underwood
said it was organized in 1898 as
a response to the emphasis on
European music during those
days.
The purpose of the fraternity. he said, is to " foster the
cause of American music.· t It
supports musical research,
commissions compositions ,
and honors outst~nding
American musicians.
Underwood founded the
Southeast Missouri State
chapter of the fraternity in
1961 , became governor of the
fraternity's Province 5, which
covers down-state Illinois, in
1976 and has served as
secretary-treasurer on its
national executive committee
since 1982.

ACIIOSS
litera

6 Aknosl: pret.
10 Cyst.
14 Wringing wet

15 Mr. JMntngs
18Noighbomood
17 _ _ _ .....,

" Having been ~ctive at
every level. " Underwood said,
" it's a real honor to me to be
elect!...u vice president. "
As vice pres ident. Underwood said he will continue
to act as a Hason between his
province chapter and the
national fraternity as well as
serve in the absence of the
national president. Even
though the frat.e rnity's vice
presidents have often become
president, he said that it is not
a guaranteed occurrence.
As vice president "there is
some enhancement of the odds
that I would be elected
president," he said.
Underwood has had several
compositions
and
arrangements published, but
he said he is now concentrating
more on performing with the
New American Woodwind
Quintet in addition to his
teaching duties.
Last year the quintet toured
the United Stales and performed at Carnegie Hall in
New York, he said. This year it
is planning to tour Europe for
the first time. Underwood said
the quintet has recorded a
tape, but " no deal has been
struck to press records."
One of the main goals of the
quintet, which also includes
Charles Fligel , George
Hussey, Eric Mandat and
William Hammond of the SIU-

Today's
Puzzle

C Music Department. is to be
established as a " highly
respected" musical group, he
said.
" We're well on the way to
doing II t. it's just that the
rest of th - world doesn't know
it yet. "
Aside from his musica I
endeavors. Underwood said he
enjoys hunting. fishing, gardening. and traveling.
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struments are secondary to the
role of communicator.
" Tbe particular instrument
a person plays isn't nearly as
important as being a communicator of music, ,. he said.
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Health conference g .i V8S profs food tor·thought
By Susan Serbuak..
Staff Writer

Health education versus
health pr"m~tion and lifestyle
change versus social action

~~~~s~~ or:'a~!l hi:r~cs co~~
ference a ttended by two SIU-C
health educators.
David Duncan. professor in
health education. and Nancy
Leisa, doctoral student in
health educalion, attended the
12th World Conference on
Health Education. The conference. held Sept. H in
Dublin, Ireland, was sponsored by the World Health
Organiza tion a nd the International Union for Health
Education.
The conference brought
together people working in
health educalion and disease
prevenlion to share knowledge
about progress in the field, to
discuss issues, and to assess
what may he constraints
limiting health educators
effectiveness, Duncan said.
LEISA AND Duncan
presented papers at the conference . Duncan's, tiUed " The
Advice We Give," was
" baSically a challenge to
educators against getting
caught up in fads of health
without having a scientific
basis for the advice we give,"
Duncan said.
" The Ethical Considerations
of Using Microcomputers and
High Technology for Heallh
eare Systems in Developing
Countries" was Leisa 's topic.
She discussed projects and
programs that developed
countries export to Third
World nalions.

" WHAT ARE our long range
committments to training
nationals
in
design ,
dissemination and construction of microcomputers?
Do the henefits of using
computers outweigh other
technological solutions? " were
among the questions she
raised.
Leisa cautioned against
denying or excluding the
advantage microcomputers
can offer when it comes to data
. collection and other processes
in selting up health education
programs. One of the problems
in using computers. she said, is
that many countries are trying
to decentralize programs.
while using computers tends to
he a centralizing agent.
TilE OVERRIDING concern
of the conference, however.

was the progress heing made
towards meeting " Health for
All by 2000," the World Health
Organization goal adopted at
the 1978 World Conference on
Health Education. The goal
calls for adequate health
services and prevelttion of
major preventable diseases by
that year for the entire world
population. Duncan said.
" There was a lot of doubt
whether we could achieve that
goal by the year 2000." he said.
Also. several different approaches to attaining the goal
were argued at the conference.
One was the lifestyle approach , which calls for
edu,:ating individuals about
theil' health and the hehavioral
choit,es they can make. The
other. social action. involves
chanf.ing society and gover·
nment

THE LIFESTYLE approach
is very dominant in American
thinking. Duncan said.
" I don't think there was a
clear split. but I would say that
the

devtt!Qping

countries

seemed to lean more towards
the social action approach,"
Leisasaid.
In the conference's final
report, social action was en·
dorsed - not to the exclusion
of the lifestyle approach,
Duncan said. but that " our
failure to consider social action had been one of our limits
to
succes s ful
health
education."

THE DEFINITION depends
upon one's ideology. Duncan
said.
The perception of health
education as a c1assroom-only
phenomena is incorrect.
Duncan and Leisa said. " It
occurs in many seUings now,"
he said. as community health
has become an issue. Coordination between health
educators and people planning
community development and
organization is important.
especially as governments try
to strengthen the in frastructure in Third World
countries. he said.

THE DISTINCTION hetOne issue discussed at tht>
ween health education and conference was the spread of
health promotion was Acquired Immune Deficiency
discussed at the conference Syndrome. The conference
also.
was a good setting for such a
The focus of health discussion. Duncan said. as
educa tion seems to be representatives of countries
changing more towards health where the disease is a current
promotion, especially in the epidemic could meet with
United States. according to representatives of countries
Leisa . "Health education which are starting to have a
basically gives to people the problem or wish to prevent it.
opportunity .
through Irelacd was particularly
educational tools and concerned, as 17 cases or AIDS
techniques. to he able to look at appeared there only within the
ways to improve their health last year.
through behavior change."
Leisasaid.
Duncan said he doesn·t
"NOBODY
KNOWS
" entirely agree with the realistically how much spread
distinction made ... as many there is going to be. It has not
people at the conference were wiped out pnpuIations ... Many
using health promotion. Health people are unrealistically
promotion is broader than reacting to a condition that has
health education. It includes apparently very limited
anything you did to improve possibilities for spread ."
people's behavior. and it in- Duncan said.
corporated the whole area of
social action. That doesn't
An important thing for
happen to he the way I use the health education to do. he said,
is to teach people the facts
word. "

about AIDS and to reduce
some of their hysterias.
Duncan has a doctor.. te in
public health from the
University of Texas at
Houston. Leisa. a graduate
assistant in the Office of International and Economic
Development. is a doctoral
student in communitv health
education.
IT IS appropriate for SIU-C
to be involved in international
health conferences as many of
the students are from foreign
cruntries. Leisa said. Students
from 103 countries attend SIUC. making it a university with
the sixth largest international
student population in the
country. In particular, many
students from Nigeria come to
the United States to study
health eduaation. Leisa said.
The Department of Health
Education is the largest in the
nation on the gr"duate level,
Duncan said. with aboot 30
doctoral students, 40 master's
degree students. a nd 10 un·
dergraduates.
THE KNOWLEDGE brought
home from the conference will
be incorporated into classroom
teaching. Duncan said. Also.
plans are heing made for
World Health Day. with a
tentative date of April 7
scheduled. A resolution is
hefore Congress now to have
the day declared World Health
Day, and Stephen Thomas. an
instructor in health education,
is heading up a committee
planning local activities.

Reagan says market should set farm policies
WASHINGTON (uP!) President Reagan . told
Republican congressional
leaders Tuesday that farmers'
fmancial problems are so
severe the administration
wants a gradual move toward
farm policies determined by
the marketplace instead of
federal policies.
House Republican leader
Robert Michel. .peaking to
reporters outside the White
House after a high-level
meeting. said price targets
that determine grain and
cotton subsidy levels should he
frozen for at least one year
befnre they are reduced. He

said Reagan did not rule out a
two-year freeze.
" We didn't put him to that
specific test." he said. "I hope
he'll he open to that. "
BUT
THE
Senate
Agriculture Committee has
been unable to finish work on
its farm _bill version because it
has voted U to freeze supports
for four years, against administration wishes and those
of Chairman Jesse Helms, RN_C.
Reagan called Michel ,
Helms, Senate Republican
leader Robert Dole, R-Kan.,
and Rep. Edward Madigan. R-

'i.

Cffz£

III .• ranking Republican on the
House Agriculture Comm.ittee.
to the White House to discuss
general guidelines on the farn}
bill. Agriculture Seeretary
John Block also attended the
meeting.
Michel said Reagan is
committed to long-term
reforms in agricultural
policies to base prices on
market realities rather than on
government programs.

farmer today when he's in
deep trouble."
The lawmakers said Reagan
was sympathetic to the plight
of farmers harvesting bumper
crops that will pull low prices
even lower. The !armers face
faIling land values, heavy debt
and declining exports.
"He's very 'much aware of
the problem we're confronted
with out in rural America,"
Michel said. "He's an old
Illinois boy."

which will come before the fuJI
House in the next several days.
That amendment, by Rep.
Berkley Bedell. R-Iowa. would
have farmers vote on whether
to raise price supports, or
noors, under prices. That is
contrary to the bilI's other
proviSions that permit
reductions in commodity price
noors to make U.S. products
competitive while freezing
direct cash subsidies to farmers.

BUT MICHEL added, " You
can ·t get to where you
ultimately want to go by doing
it next year. We cannot be that
insensitive and callous to the

!WICHEL SAID Reagan
sJ;ecificaIly opposed an
amendment in the House
AgriMllture Committee bill,

Michel said Reagan " would
be absolutely obliged to veto
the bilI" if it contained the
Bedell language.
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New professor researc·h ing
reasons why people smoke

-~
-8,,-Beck Pllin

Uppera.ck
Teneion

WHY SUFFER?
Chiropractic Can Help

By Patrie. A. Edward,

Most Insurance Covers
Chiropractic Cere and
SIU Student Health Servica
Refe"als Are Possible.

Student Writer

For those who smoke and
wonder why. a new pyschology
~~~~o;~~~:u.c will try to
Working in academia has
been a longtime goal for David
Gilbert alld now the 37-yearold professor with a doctorate
in clinical psychology has his
first academl ~ position.
Gilbert said he is best known
~ or hts r~."earch in smoking.
He looked into the subject
while working for the BioBehavioral Research Group
Co. of Winston-Salem. N.C.
The company is funded by R.
J . Reynolds. a tobacco company.
His research at the
University will try to answer
the questions of who smokes
and why. He will also do
quantitative analysis on
nicotine.
Behavioral medicine is the
new field that will encompass
Gilbert's studies. II is concerned with how mental or
behavioral traits correlate
with physiC<li reactiOliS. If a
person smokes to alleviate
stress. for example. Gilbert
will attempt to find the effects
of nicotine on that person.
People smoke for many
reasons and Gilbert says that
nicotine can affect one person
differently than it does
anotber.
The way a person smokes
may be the reason he or she is
affected differently by the
drug. Gilbert says. Some
people inhale deeply. while

-Ihc:k&

604 Eastgate Drive. Carbondale
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others take short puffs. Gilbert
will study the different effects
of nicotine by regulating
amounts of the drug received
through the use of a machine
he invented called a " quantified smoke delivery system."
Gilbert will also work in
marital -esearch and therapy.
He will study communications
patterns working with couples
at the Clinical Center at the
University.

Two graduate courses are
being taught by Gilbert this
semester . They are a
behavioral theory practicum
and an experimental clinical

seminar.

He said he enjoys working
with the department faculty
and students because it gives
him an " intellectual high."
Gilbert received his doctorate from Florida State
University in March 1978.
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Joel's I.a test includes best, plus two new hits
By M8rtinFoI8n
Entertainment Editor

Billy Joel's " Greatest Hits
Volume I and ~ I . " No less than
his absolute b.'5t.
J oel packed together most
a ll of his chart-topping hits,
a nd two new singles, on a twovolume record.
" The Ente rtainer ," and
" Honest y"

aren 't

on

the

a lbum, but lis teners can rock
r ight along with Joel with such
favorites as " You May Be
Right," " Only the Good Die
Young" and " It's Still Rock 'n'
Roll to Me"; or sit back and

Album Review
enjoy the mellow sounds of
" New York State of Mind,"
"Just the Way You Are" and
" Piano Man."
" Every a lbum I've done has
had its own kind of theme,"
Joel said in an AP news
feature. " My own favorite
depends on wbat mood I'm in.
Some days I'll say 'An Innocent Man.' It was so much
fun to make and it happened so
naturally. Other days I'll' say

'Glass Houses' because when
we made it we said, 'Awright,
let's rock 'n' roll.'"
Though free from mistakes,
Joel's album ironically includes a hit song about
mistakes " You're Only
Human (Second Wind)."
Misunderstood by a Rolling
Stone record reviewer, who
said Joel added the two new
songs to the album to boost
record sales, Joel said he included the songs to get radio
play, according to an AP news
feature.
Originally, ,1f...1 wanted to

Campus horror film series
scaring up large audiences
By Alic. Schellert

SlaffWriter
The restless crowd quickly
fills the Stude nt Center
auditorium and waits. They are
waiting to become screaming,
chanting participants in the
horror film series " Screaming
Shockers!"
The series, stark'tl this
s ummer by the Student
Programming Council and
Student Center Special
Programs, features some of
the most horrifying mndern
films to be found , Michael
Blank , assistant Student
Center director, said.
The series is the brainchild
of Bla nk a nd Student Center
gr a ph ic s desi gner Rich
Kryczka. " We are offering this
series for horror movie fans of
the midnight movie cult," said
Kryczka.
" Texa s
Chainsaw
Massacre," the first film in the
fa ll series, played toa capacity
crowd on Aug. 'J:/ and 300
r eople were turned away at
the door. " E very Tuesday

night has been sold out since,"
said Blank.
The series wiD run every
Tuesday night through Dec. 10
and feature such gory stories
as " Night of the Living Dead",
" The Evil Dead" and " Black
Christmas." Films start at 8
p.m. and admission is $1.50.

th~Clha~':'~=t=
them countless times before.
or they're seeing them for the
first time," said Kryczka.
" The audience participation
can make a lousy movie a lot of
fun ," he said of the " regulars"
in the crowd who scream and
chant with the actors in the
movie.
But why do people want to be
horrified week after week with
gory , grizzly scenes of
destruction? " Some people
have a psychological need for
that kind of stimuli," said
Thomas Mitchell, associate
professor in the Psychology
Depar tment.
" These 'sensation seekers'
go out of their way to feel
scared." he said. " The people

who go to see horror films are
in the same category with
those who sky dive or climb
mountains."
A little stimulation is
gratifying to prevent boredom,
Mitchell said, but people may
also go to horror films to deal
symbolically with repressed
hostilities or to relieve tension
because they can assure
themselves that the movie is
not reality.
" I wouldn' t doubt that some
people go just to make fun of
the movies, just as people do
wben they boo the villian and
cheer the hero in a
melodrama," he said.
With people already lining
up at the door an bour before
showtime, Kryczka says there
are plans to repeat the series
in the spring. About 85 percent
of the movies will be new, but
some will be " back by popular
demand," he said.
A Hi tchcock festi val, a
Three Stooges festival and a
classic western festival are
also planned for this spring.

Fugitive murder suspects caught
in N. Carolina after 4-day search
SPRING CREEK , N.C.
CUP !) Two fugitives
suspected of killing a rookie
state trooper were captured in
a ruggoo mountam area
Tuesday by a 300-member
posse tha t had been chasing
them since Saturday.
" They caught them. They
are in custody. That's all I can
tell you right DOW," state
trooper dispatcher Norman
Duckett said.
There was no immediate
word whether the fugitives or
members of the posse were
injured in the capture.
THE FVGlTIVES, Richard
Bray and Jimmy Rios, hoth 23,
escaped 22 days ago from an
Arkansas jail and have been
the object of an intense
manhunt since allegedly
killing rookie North Carolina
s tate trooper Bobby Coggins,
'J:/, last week~.-.d .
Officers have reported they
were close to capturing the two
fugitives several times, but
until late l'oIeIIday, the two
"woods wise" suapecta had
managed to elude paIice with
bloodhounds and hellcoplen.
EARLIER nJESDAY, olfieers spotted the fugitives
running across a tobacco fteld
at !Joggett Mountain, but
police failed to corner them.
" It was really close a while
a go ."
said Asheville
policeman R.C. Davis. " We
thought we had them. I think
we' II catch them today. "
A tea m of tracking dogs was
,·"lIed to the scene and two

National Guard helicopters
landed SWAT teams near the
area, called Charlotte Branch.
The fugitives, armed with
the trooper's two guns and a
riOe taken in a house break-in,
were reported sighted Tuesday
by officers who quickly
dropped heavily armed
lawmen from Natior.al Guard
helicopters to seal off the area.
" We have a definite sighting
at the tobacco field," crackled
a police radio at the trooper's
command post in tiny Spring
Creek . " They ' re running
across the edge of the woods ...
running to the right. "
Seconds later, an officer
reported the two had " apparently" split up.
" U we stick the cork in,
we've got them," said one
officer.
But he added, " U they cross
the road, we're in trouble.
1bey've got too many acres in
front of them."
THE ELVSIVE pair is
believed to heve broken into
the Doggett Mountain
residence ol R8che1 Gilles . ,
75, wbo left her heme to
relatives after authorities
warned that the fulilivfS
mlgbt be in the area.
They took food ~ta and aD
oId:'30 Jever-ad;on rifle. In
the same area, olficers later
found a sleeping bag hanging
ina tree.
" I'm scared and I'm nervous," said Marie Trantham,
who li ves across th~ . trftt
from the ~r command
post. "U's fnghtening and

":I~;' HI. 11:lIly Ei~plia"n. Sep'e~be~ 18. itis
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we're scared to death. We
want them caught. "
A
SOPHISTICATED
helicopter with a heat-seeking
device was thwarted by the
fugitives and the thick
mountain
underbrush ,
prompting lawmen to return to
more traditional manhunting
methods.
" Indian tracking is what it
takes on this mountain
terrain," said state trooper
Sgt. W.D. Stiles. " U's not like
around the border desert
where they Oy that belicopter.
U's not working the way were
were hoping it would perform ."
Residents of the rural
tobacco farming area skjll
with S""""IIS at their sides,
warned to keep " their eyes
open and their doors cJosed,"
Bumcombe County deputies
said.
AVTHORITIE8
INVESTIGATED a report that a
man was nicked in the ear by a
.tranger with a gun, a lead
tbat
evaporated
a.
bIoodbounde railed to pick up
!betraD. •
But !be _ _ break-in was 8
more tmport8Dt lead and
oc:eurred II1II)' two miIfS fram
wMre the fuljtiVfS abendoned
a stolen trucTt:, just nine miles
from where Coggins was
killed.
STILES SAID the 300 heavily
armed state troopers and
deputies were " searching the
ground and buildings like old
tobacco bams."

write a song about suicide, but
later decided against it when
he considered the possible
consequences of frequent
airplay infusing the idea in
listeners' minds.
" You ' r e Only Human
(Second Wind)" is a song
whIch can relate to the lives of
everybody simpl}' because
everybody makes mistakes.
Also included is " The Night
is Still Young," his second
latest hit.
The biggest hit in Joel's life
wos recorded March 23, when

$

he signed the marriage contract and joined his life with
model Christie Brinkley.
The couple is expecting a
baby early in January, 1986,
but Joel says his career won't
slowdown.
Now in the process of writing
songs for his new album, Joel
says fans can expect the album
on the shelves about the same
time the baby is due.
Joel's life is themed in many
of his songs, but his new role as
a parent won't be heard about
on his new album, he said.
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FINANCIAL
INVESTMENT SOCIETY
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NEW MEMB.ER NIGHT
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WSIU's' JoJo&Joyce' undergoing
set, time, programming changes
~=.,Sc"11eI1

.

New Puppies Just Arrlvedl

~e:a:!~ s~se;.~c: :!Mt~ ~~=~~

He nods his shaggy bead as
he puI1s up his suspenders,
fastens his spats and puts on
his red plaid vest.
" All set JoJo?" someone
asks. He nods again and struts
out inlo the glare of the hot
ligbls of the WSIU-TV studio,
waving al the hundreds of
cbildren sitting in front of their
televisioos al borne.
JoJo is a TV star, C<HItarring

clubhouse.
Lisa Drewel, a student
producer of the show, said it is
hoped thai the new set, advertised in the program guide,
will make peopl'l'! curious

Gardens, as well as tapiDg
some
manufacturi ng
ofproctheessess~,:_orcbildren~mplewill
' i!, ~

A lime cbange bas also been
added 10 the show, according
to David Campbell, faculty
producer and adviser of the
" JoJo" Joyce Club."

WUSI-TV, CHANNEL 16 in
Olney, D1., also broadcasts the
" JoJo" Joyce Club." " We've
shot their club counting and
recitin~ the alpha bet, "

with Joyce on the "JoJo "
Joyce Club," a children's show
produced by the SIU-C
broadcasting service and
students. JoJo, an Au tralianborn koala bear, lives in
Joyce's backyard clubhouse
and bas daily club meetings
with Joyce and other neighborbood friends.

LAST YEAR, the show ran
10 rom
' utes daily, Monday
through Friday, but as of Sept.
16, the shows will all be 30
minutes each. They will be
broadcast Monday through
Friday, with two run-tbroughs
on both Saturday and Sunday.
' 'Ten minutes jusl isn't long
enougb 10 get something accomplished w ith kids . "
Campbell said.
Some new programming is
also being added 10 the JoJo "
Joyce format, Campbell said.

e~lo\une inju:ltonce.

"'''''3

""

able 10 see how a Heath candy
bar is made," he said.

Beautiful Cocker Spaniels
Cream Colored Chow Chows
American
Also 2 Chocolate Point Siamese Kittens

Birel Cage Specials

Rew

"ole ca,a 4iraltlcally ....C"

~b!'::'li:u:~o.:;,'r~~::::

S·-tlhisyear."
u"",
" The show was very IUCcessful in its fU'St year,"
Campbell said, " and that
added to the decision 10
Jengtben it." There are 100
members in the club - ,
Drewel said. and many letters
camein.overthesllIDJIIeS'from
mE SHOW, now in its
children wanting 10 be on the
second year, is undergoing
show with JoJo.
some cbanges. A new set is
Drewel started at WSIU-TV
under construction, includinl!
P'laying the cbaracler of JoJo.
a kitchen for Joyce willi
'Being JoJo is great, just
running wa ter and~a_"~Crews==-=ba::ve=-a:Jrea=dy:-=SShhot=-:the=-r:
abu=IOUS~:-,:'s::::he~sa:ys:...
. _ _ _

Bird SpeciAls
Blue Crown Conures
White Eyed Conures
Nanday Conure
Keets
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S I 0.00 off
S I 0 _00 off
S30.00 off ( I I.")
S5.00 off
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Marti thsn just s fish stars!
Murdole Shopping Center
549-7211
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GUflRfI"TEED RESULTS·
Place an ad to sell your merchandl.e In
The Dally Egyptian Clanlfled. beginning
any day the week of September 23-27.
If your merchandise doesn't sen, The
Dally Egyptian will renew your ad for the
same number of day.---.....
-Ad must'be to sell
merchandise. (No rental or
service ads.)

-You must notify the
DE before noon the day
before the ad expir...

DAILY ••Y ....la. CLASSI.I. . .
Communications Building, Rm. 1259
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Neo-Nazi testimony reves·l s plot'against U.S.
SEA'ITLE (UPI) - Mem· an offshoot of the Aryan
ber; of a tightly organized neo- Nations Church of Hayden
Nazi gang spent $100,000 on a Lake, Idaho. The 10 are being
plan to develop laser weapons tried on racketeering charges
and a thought-control system involving allegations of
as part of a plot to take over murders, robberies. coon·
the U.S. government , a terfeiting and weapons
founding member testified violations.
Parmenter descr i bed
Tuesday.
several memos distributed by
Robert Mathews, leader 01 the
Denver Daw Parmenter, in group, in October 1984 that
his third day of testimony in gave detailed instructions
the federal racketeering trial about operations 01 what be
of 10 white supremacists, also ca lied
the
.. B r uder said members of The Order schweigen," a new name for
were commanded to ·'inflict right-wing hate organization.
maximum damage to the
Zionis t o.,cupation GovernMATHEWS SAID an y
ment " if they were threatened. members who survived if The
The phrase was The Order's Order somehow were attacked
way of describing the U.S. or disbanded were to " strike
government, which the group back in a well thought out
considered to be controlled by manner that would innict
Jews and liberal s ym - maximum damage to ZOG pathizers, he said.
go for the brain, not for th~
throat. Get many bastards
PARMENTER,
WHO with one etone," Parmenter
pleaded guilty to racketeering testified.
charges, is cooperating with
As part 01 a plan to rid the
federal authorities in the trial government of Jews and
of 10 members of The Order, " white traitors," the gang paid

Law school
regional reps
to hold forum
Prospective law students
can meet representatives of
eiilht Ia· schools at a law
school Information forum
Wednesday from 9 a .m. to 12
p.m. in the Student Center
Mississippi Room.
Representatives from SIUC, University of Illinois ,
Northern Illinois, University of
Iowa , Indiana University
( Bloom ington ),
Indiana
University ( Indianapolis),
Valparaiso University and
Washington University law
schools will attend the forum.
" The idea is to provide
prospective applicants with
the opportunity to meet with
representatives of different
law schools," said Rennard
Strickland, law school dean.
Strickland said that students
who are thinking about attending law school might
benefit from attending the
forum.
.
Students will be able to ask
representatives questions and
obtain application and admission materials, Strickland
said.

Puzzle answers

Spokane, Wash., resident Dan
Bauer $100,000 to meet with
" high-tech s~ientif.ts to
develop weapons for The
Order," Parmenter said.
He said Bauer proposed the
group obtain Ialie identification for unnamed
scientists who could develop
" laser weapons (and) thoughtcontrol weapons The Order
could use. The scientists would
trY to provide the group with
these advanced types of
weapons."

Richard Scutari. who remains
at large; David Lane. a
defendant in the current trial,
and Mathews.
_ The split in The Order
deepened wben it was learned
Mathews had dropped a piStol
in a Brink's armored car that
members of The Order had
robbed of $3.6 million near
Ukiah. Calif., in July 1984,
Parmenter testified.
Pierce angered group
members when be took "an
inordinate amount 01 money"
- $100,000 - (rom the robbery
loot, Parmenter said.

the FBI at his Whidbey IslalKi
hideout on Puget Sound Ilear
Seattle in Decembe.· 1984.
Parmenter said" deepening
split threatened the group as
Bruce CarroU Pierce. one 01
the 10 defendants. challenged
Ma thews for having too much
control over the organization.

PARMENTER
IDENTIFIED P ierce as the
triggerman in the June 1984
machine-gun killing of Denver
radio talk show host Alan
Berg
. He identified otber
MA11fEWS' RULES also
said all members of the group members of the hit team as
should carry false indentification and $500 for
• .......v' lei
cmergencies. Any member
found to have failed to do so
TyroIlan Suit wI MeII. Soft Drink
would face a $500 fine, Paror ..,." Mer 12.79
menter said.
Mathew's long memo . aid il
Ham, P_onl & Provolone
on a gamished bun ___eel
would be a " great struggle" t(
create an Aryan society .
w/ thlpo & pickle.
Parmenter said. " but as 10lll!
"Coming soon
as one member 01 The Order i>
alive. The Order lives."
Booby's Backyard!"
Mathews burned to death
during a 36-hour standoff with
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WSIU slates documentary
on 'The Abortion Battle'
By Laura Milbrath
Student Writer

Abortion. one of the most
controversial a nd delicate
subjects of our lime, is the
subject of a three-hour
documentary, " The Abortion
Battle, " to be broadcast at 10
p_m. Wednesday on WSIU-TV
cha nnel 8.
" The Abortion Battle."
according to a press release
issued by WSIU-TV, integrates
filr.: clips reflecting the prolife and the pro-choice
viewpoints. It is intended to
give viewers the opportunity to
explore their own values in a
broad and balanced conte,,!'
PRO-LIFE FORCES began
to organize after the Roe vs.
Wade Supreme Court decision,
which legalized abortion. The
issue became less intense in
the public consciousness until
Ronald Reagan's entry into the
White House. With a pro-life
president, the debate has
again risen to a furious war of
words.
The debate centers around
the two opposing groups, prolife and pro-choice. Each
group claims to have the
solution for f.he issue.
Southern JIlinoi, ans For

Court rectifies their mistake."
" The Abortion Battle" will
present information on both
the pro-life and the pro-chok e
beliefs. Graphic S( 1es of ~n
abortion in progress are included . Fourteen public
television s tations have
declined to broadcast the
documentary because of its
controversial na ture.

Choice is a group of citizens
tha t represents a la rge
diversity of perspectives on
abortion.
ACCORDING TO in formation put out ~ the group,
" The ultimate decision COIIcerning a pregnancy must be
made by the woman involved,
and not the gov~'t'nment. We
support the individual's legal
right of access to safe
pregnancy
termination ,
regardless of our personal
views about abortion."

Carlos Clarke, a r,sistant
promotional director of WSIUTV, said she feels that
everyone should watch " The
Abortion Battle," no matter
what their feelings on the
issue.

Jir Busse, prt'S;<ient of the
local chapter of the Christian
Action Council, a pro-life

" IT'S A terribly important
program and people should be
watching it," she said. " No
matter how you feel about it,
you should at least watch it to
s ee why everybody is
screaming. It is controversial
but we're public television.
We're supposed to be controversial. "

re~~r'~ie~."';'·~e~;:id~r ~:i

human life precious from the
time of conception," Busse
said. " There is no reason to

~~~~t w?::r; :::::~f ~

mother's life is in danger. It is
a human life in ihe mother's
womb. There is no reason that
justifies killing that child.

Clarke said the station expects to get quite a bit feedhack. " I expect that some
people won't be v~ happy,"
she said. " But if you re getting
feedhack at least you know
people are watching. "

.. AS I s ee it , more
Americans are beginning to
realize that the Roe vs. Wade
decision was a mistake. I
believe that it's only a matter
of time before the Supreme
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The Alexander Technique is a
postural training technique that
helps integrate body and mind for
lolal heahh . It sets oul lo correct the

A one·n;ght workshop
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shoulder.;. This workshop wiD

demonstrate basic techniques and
show how to stand . sit and move

properly.
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" I started by listening to the
banjo players that . came
through my hometown when I
was a kid," said Rocky
Logston of BelleviUe . " They
may have died as paupers, but,
man, they were good ! They
were my inspiration."
Rocky was warming up to
play in the Murphysboro Apple
Festival's Banjo and Fiddle
Contest. E ven though CB radio
signals occasionally broke into
the sound system , interrupting
his performance, Rocky never
missed a lick.
With the Apple Festival
underway Saturday, people
came to hear some good old·
fashioned bluegrass . They
filled the City National Bank
parking Jot to capacity with
folding lawn chairs, wrapping
themselves in blankets and
jackets to fend off the cool
- night air. They wanted to
concentrate on the music heing

offered by some of the fUleSt
musicians in Southern Illinois.
A few bleary-eyed children
nodded off by the end of the
competition, but there were
about 300 pairs of tapping toes
throughout such bluegrass
songs as "I Used to Kiss Her
On the Lips, But It's All Over
Now" and " Granny, Get Out of
the Wheat Field, You're Going
Against the Grain."
Sixteen fiddler and banjo
players pleased the crowd, as
well as the judges . The
musicians seemed more interested in having fun than
winning the $100 first prize and
coveted Golden Apple trophy.
Randy Cotten, junior in
anthropology "at SIU-C, placed
first in the banjo competition .
Everett Vestel, of Roadhouse,
won the fiddle contest .
Eleven-year-old Maria
Parrish, of Cobden, may have
alot of riddle-playing years up
the road, but she playetl well at
the event to become the Apple

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT Orpnization has extended the date to lIUI'dIase
tickets for the 'I1Iird Annual
Ball to Wednesday aU:30 p.m.
Tickets lDay be purclIased for
$7.50 at the Student Center
Central Ticket OffICe.
WOMEN'S RUGBY Club
will have a bUe sale Wed-

0IIl0I'aACnc ClINIC
310 EAST MAIN
~. IL

on ThurIcIar'. s.pt 19. 1915. from 9a,m . to Sp.rn.
Available for tnspectlon on the lest days Will be the NU -EAR AII In - Th e-Ea r hearing aid whiCh IS espec la;tv deSign ed to r ner ve
deafness
AemembB-Cau-ahead ' wan apPOintment 10 aVOid wa il ing

Festival's Junior Champion.
Beginning on the violin at age
8, Parrish is also a gifted

classical muscian.
" Some of my mom's friends
played, and I wanted to play,
too," Maria said. " My violin
teacher has special groups for
bluegrass music, so I decided
tolry it out.
Jerome Jennings of Mur·
physboro, second place winner
in the fiddler contest, as well
as third place banjo winner
said, " Heck. when I s tarted
playing 20 years ago, it was
just one or two or three people
sitting around the kitchen
playing for fun . There weren't
apy contests back then.".
Jennings said bluegrass is
appealing because it's " old·
time music that has been
handed down from generation
to generation, fathers teaching
their sons."
Bluegrass has been around
-for so long, people can't help
but like it, hesaid.

Briefs
M081LIZATION
OF
Volunteer Effort seeks IIIdividuals to fonn the MOVE
Steering Committee. Interest
sessions wiU he held Wednesday at 7 p.m., Student
Center Saline Room, and"
Thunday at 2 p.m ., Student
Center Mackinaw Room.
Contact Steve Serrot at 4535714 for more infOl'tD8tion.
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Banjoists, fiddlers please in
festival bluegrass contest
SIaffWriter
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eQuipment w ilt InOlcale wtletrler your nearrng can be helpeo elec tronicall y Even people now wear ing a nearing a.a or tnose WhO may
have been told nothing COuto be aone lor tr'lem snoulo ha ve a ne a ~·
.ng lest once a year 10 tlnd out ,I they are one 01 the many a nearing
aId w ill help These t ree hearing te sts are g iven lor Ihe DUfPOse of
making se lec tions and adaptatIons of e l ect ro n i C h ea r I ng

besday from 8 a .m . to 3 p.m. in
the Communications Building
West Lobby.
WEDNESDAY MEETINGS:
SIU-C chapter of Amnesty
International, 7:45 p.m .,
Mackinaw Room of the
Student Center; Little EIYPt
Student Grotto Caving
p.m., Quigley Room 107.

Chili:.

rsday, Sept. 26, 7:30p
Tickets $10 & $12
(618)453-5341

PIZZfIII

Expert says Treflan's patent end r----------------------------,
LA ROMfI'S
will open up foreign competition $1.00
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By Norm Heiken.

Staff Writer

Patents for the chemical
formulation for Trenan. a
popular grass-killer in
soybeans. will expire next year
after 17 years.
When that happens. several
companies will likely jump
into the market and prices will
fall . Gcorge Kapusta. an SIU-C
herbir ide expert. predicted .
Trenan is one of the first
widely-accepted herbicides to
enter the market and has been
used on one billion total acres
worldwide since its introduction in 1965. Kapusta
said.

After several grueling years of
research, a parent must be
applied for, after which comes
extensive testing.
The patent-a pplication
process is difficult for many
companies, he said. Companies applying for a patent
must weigh two options : to
apply immediately or wail.
The application is usually
made immediately, which
reduces the risk of another
company discovering the same
chemical or of another company stealing the secret,
Kapusta said.
"GENERALLY

discovers a new chemical,
they will apply for a patent,"
he said.
The second, and most risky
option, is to delay application
in order to effectively stretch
the time the palent is good.
Corporate executives base
the decision on how long the
formulation can he kept a
secret.
As soon as the patent is
"pplied for . the 17-year patent
clock begins ticking. Because
it takes from five to 10 years to
test a new herbicide hefore it
can be marketed, much of the
useful life of the patent is
wasted before it is marketed.

twice as much.

" BY THE time they sell lbe
product, half the patent may
have run out," he said.
The time required to clear
new chemicals is gradually
heing extended and research
costs continue to climb.
" They bave to generate their
own data and assist universities to prove that it's a
worthwhile product for farmet'S to use," KaJRISla said.
"It's an extremely long, expensive and tedious process."

American

compames

are

hard-pressed to compete,
Kapusta said.
The road from development
to marketing of a new
chemical is a long one.
Nearly 100 herbicides are
developed annually, but only
about 5 percent find their way
to farmers fields, be sai!!.
COSTS TO develop a new
chemical range from 110 to $30
million, the instructor said.

THE PRESSURE is on to
produce a good chemical to
recoup developmenl costs, but
if a chemical gains widespread acceptance, profits are
high.
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Canadian Club
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3 eggs your way,
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" If they do come up with a
good product, they make
tremendous amounts of
money," he said.

Department buys computers
with Texas Instrument aid
By Patricia Edwards
Student Writer

The Computer Science
Department purchased 14
Texas Instruments personal
micrCKomputers this summer

as part of a grant from the
company.
The computers will he used
primarily for faculty research
and graduate research
projects , says Kenneth
Danhof, chairman of the
department.
Ten of the instruments have
been placed in faculty offices
and four in the computer
science lab in Faner Hall.
All 14 will operate in a
network that allGws the

computers

to communicate

with each other and will
compliment existing systems
after they are fully wired into
the main system.

SIU-C has an ongoing good
relationship witn Texas Instruments, which has hired 20
to 30 SIU-C graduates over lbe
past five years, Danhof said.
The computers, valued at
$100,000, were purch- sed at 15
percent of cost or aoo..: 115,000
through TI's universily grant
program.
The University hopes to
purcha s e
more
TI
Professionals in the spring,
Danhof said.
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NG. as soon as a company

TWO PROMINE NT foreign
chemical companies - one
Italian and the other Israel are expected to compete
fiercely for the farmer 's
dollar, he said.
" Competiticn does a lot of
wonderful things," Kapusta
said. "The fi rst thing we can
expect is a couple of foreign
manufacturers to manufactureit. "
The formulation is sought
because of the product's weed·
killing cons istenc ~f . effectiveness and low cost, he
said. Mosl farmers spend
about 55-per-acre on Trenan a cheap chemical compared to
similar herbicides that cost
KAPUSTA'S
PREDICTIONS are based on how the
chemical industry has
behaved when other chemical
pa tents ha ve run out. Similar
circumstances have driven
prices down and intensified
competition.
The Italian and Israeli
companies oflen produce lbe
chemicals so chea~y that

Elanco's marketing of
Trefan is likel)' a case in poinl.
Although company profits are
.' highly guarded secret ,
lI.o""sta believes the company
profLs on the chemical have
been high .

UNIVIItSITY
MALL ,
CA..oNDAU
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Tanner denies recognizing
suspect in Pittsburgh trial
By Poh.. Smith
UPI Sports Writer

PITTSBURGH (uPI ) Pittsburgh Pirates manager
Chuck Tanner testified
Tuesday that he did not
recognize accused cocaine
dealer Curtis Strong but said
he once warned shortstop Dale
Berra about unsavory
characters hanging around the
ballplayers.
Tanner was subpoenaed to
testify by the defense team at
Strong's trial in U.S. District
Court. The Philadelphia
caterer is charged with 14
counts of selling drugs to
major league ballplayers
hetween 19110 and 1984.
TANNER TESTIFIED
under cross-examination that
he warned Berra on the advice
of a coach who told the
manager that a "short, fat
black guy was hanging around

ouf:~~~' :::,~hi~?e~iacoach

told him about the man was
" that he didn't think he was a
good character and shouldn't
be hanging around our
players."
Strong, 39, is overweight,
black and said he is " not quite
5-tl. '·
The trial, in its 11th day, was
recessed without explanation
after the lunch break until
Wednesday morning.
DEFENSE ATTORNEY
Adam Renfroe called Tanner
to the stand in hopes of impeaching IllStimony by Berra
last week that his manager
once told him to stay away
from Strong.

Berra said Strong was
standing in a hallway near the
Pirates' clubhouse and had
said hello to him when Tanner
warned the player to ' "stay
away from that gentleman."

STARGELL'S ATI'ORNEY,
S. David Litman, said neither
he nor Stargell have been
contacted by Renfroe ' s
defense team.

T:..~e:r a~~~ bhe R~"!~':'r
specifically told Berra to stay
away from Strong and that he
did not know the defendant.

Later Tuesday morning,
Renfroe called another
defense witness, John Holt, a
Philadelphia
insurance
salesman and travel agent,
apparently to alibi one of the
INSTEAD, UNDER cross- specific dates on which Strong
examination a few minutes is charged with being in Pittlater Tanner recalled another sburgh for a drug sale.
incident. He said the Pirates
were in Philadelphia when a
Holt testified that Strong
coach - he did not remember was at his apartment Sept. 10,
which one - told him "an 1982, to discuss a white-water
unsavory looking character ... rafting trip they took the
a short, fat black guy" was following weekend.
hanging around the team's
hotel.
IN ANOTHER courtroom on
Tanner said his trainer the same Door of the Federal
called the hotel bar and got Building, Chief Judge Maurice
Berra on the phone for him. Cohill presided over a second
Asked what he said to Berra, day of jury selection in the
Tanner replied :
trial of another one of
" I just said, 'Be careful. You baseball'.s alleged cocaine
have to he careful about connections . Robert HRaV"
gambling and everything .. .'"
McCue.
'
". DON'T know who the guy
was ... what the guy was. I
called because my coach told
me it would he a good idea ...
because he was always
hanging around the players
,lDd the hotels."
Renfroe apparently abandoned plans to subpoena
former Pirate team captain
Willie Stargell to try to impeach testimony by Berra and
Cincinnati Reds star Dave
Parker that Stargell and Bill
Madlock dispensed am phetamines in the Pittsburgh
clubhouse.

McCue, 38, of t. 'per st.
Clair, Pa ., a fired Easter Seals
Society employee, is charged
with 13 counts of selling
cocaine to ballplayers in
Pittsburgh between 1983 and
January 1985.
STRONG AND McCue were
among seven men indicted on
drug trafficking charges May
31 ;'y a grand jury that spent
several months hearing the
testimony of at least a dozen
current
and
former
ballplayers granted immunity
from prosecution.

THEY WILL BE HERE
TO SEE YOU

TODAY
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18,1985,2:30 to 5:00 pin
STUDENT CENTER BALLROOM D
Your former Community Colleae Counaelor baa come to Carbondale to talk to you about
the: ac:ademic and lOCial tranaitiona you went throup upon enrollina at SIU-C. They want
to ahare: thae expc:rie:nca with your former inatructon and pro.pc:ctive SIU-C .tucknb at your
former colleae. Drop by tonipt to Ie:t them know how you are cIolna-

Particil,.tina Community Collela:

Bi.LLEVILLE
EILACK HAWI<
D1.1 PAGE
DANVillE
FRONTlF.R
HARPER
JEFFERSON (MO)

PRAIRIE STATE
KASKASKIA
LEWIS &. CLARK
LOGAN
LINCOLN LAND
OLIVE HARVEY
PARKLAND

WAUBONSEE
REND LAKE
RICHLAND
SOUTHEASTERN ILLINOIS
SPRINGFIELD
WABASH VALLEY
JOHN WOOD

MORE COLLEGES WILL VISIT SIU ON OCTOBER 2, J985

TELL YOUR FRIENDSI
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All SIU students and family,
5raft, faculty and alumni can
aue nd course5 during the
85·86 school year.
We need:
C ommittee members

Ideas

Sat.rda,.. fietoher II
Pareats 01 the Da,. EII_,. Coatellt
£ma
- Compliment8l')' .;\ ccomodaUons for Parents at the

Holida\' lnn o f Carbondale
.Flowcr~ fo r Yo ur Parents
·VIP Sca' s at the Saluki Football Game
• Meals Compliments o f the Student Cenler

blu

-Write 8 100-300 ",·ord essay on"Why My Parent(s)

Should Be Parents of the Day"
-Should be t.l>cd or ncatly handwritten

.Full·time rc~i stcred SIU-C Student s only

Dpdljge to Enter
-4:30 pm Friday, September 18. 1985

Zelig
Thu~y.

fricbly
and Saturcbly

.............. ........,.

. ._-Spom
-

nrneout MM", popcorn. cott- and
non-okohotk
.inb.
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Vaughn finds coaching golf
a multi-faceted experience

s~,

5.,.......

A_.

By IInllll J. stoner
StaHWriter

'n his first year as Saluki
men's golf coach, Darren
Vaughn learned that coaching
takes a lot more than just
driving the team to meets and
cheering the players to vic·
tory.
" You're a bookkeeper, a
businessman, a parent and a
PR man - there are just so
many aspects of a coach's job
that people don't think of,"

l{il1Ss
lunch Sped•• $1.75
All entrees include soup. egg roll and
fried rice. Bring your own spirits! We
know it will save you money - and we
provide the glasses and ice.

Va ughn said.

sc~:;"~~~~:~i~: !":~~~~~

can't break 90 and really just
drives the team to meets, PGA
assistant Va ughn holds an

MON - !.~ '

advantage.

Vaughn. 25. started golfing
a t age six. enteri ng competitive golf a t age 10 in junior
lournaments. Vaughn grew up
across the streel from Crab
Orchard Golf Club in Carten 'ille. bul he managed to
find a bala nce to his golf game
by playing other s~)()rts in
school such as football.
baseball and wrestling.
." enjoy just a boul any sport
there is - from wa ter skiin g to
table tennis to ra cquetball to
chess - and , played just

if 15 DANCEl
HOMECOMING 85
Enter a float or parade
car in the 1985
Uomecoming Parade.

about ever y sport we had in

school.· · Vaughn said .
'" think competition in any
kind of sport is good for kids.
Even in grade school sports a
kid becomes more oulgoing
and seems to have determination and drive to do well.
That will help him la ter with
life and when he steps into the
working world."
Vaughn captured medalist
honors several times when he
played collegiate golf for John
A . Logan Community College.
He won sectional meets and
was named Ail-State both
years before he graduated and
transferred to SIU-C.
Although Vaughn did not golf
as a Saluki. he earned a
bachelor's in business in 1982,
which along with his golfing
ability helped him begin an
assistant pro job at Crab
Orchard.
Entering his second year as
SIU-C coach, Vaughn finds

Sta" PhotoB, J . D8vid MeChnner

Golf coach O.rren V.ugh" helps S8lukl goff.r Jeff undskroner to find
the perfect grip lor the perfect PUtt.

that the most difficult part of
his coaching job often reminds
him of his collegiate playing
days.
'" really feel for them when
, have to make a decis ..n to
leave one 0( them at hom~.
because I've been there
before. Your st.omach's in
knots and you',... wondering.
'Am I going to make this !rip.
'cause I sure have practiced
hard? ' I can see the anguish in
their faces. " Vaughn said.
Despite knowing the players
in other aspects of life apart
from golf, Vaughn can't let
personal factors influence his
selections to the Saluki
traveling squad.
"I have to be 100 percent
objective - look a t their

StallWriler

Some interna tiona I
students are complaining
that they are not getting
enough time to play badminton at the SIudent
Recreation Center.
"Everylime we call to
reserve the court, we are
totd that it is being used for
some other game and even
on those dl<vs thaI the space
is reserved for badminton,
we find students using it for
basketball
training,"
complained one Malaysian
student.
"Out of a week," tile
student added, "only six
hours are reserved for
badminton and we find this
to be really unfair as
badminton is one game we
are familiar with and like to
play."
For this semester, badminton is scheduled for six
hours during the weekends
only, with priority given to
volleyball and baskelball.
" This is a problem we
face every year and the
students have to be patient.
We s imply don't ha vp

enough

space

commodate

to

ac-

eveyone ' s

wishes," said Mike Dunn,
coordinator of the Student
Recreation Center.
Dunn says the school year
is separated into three
segments 10 fairly ac-

c~~odaU:: r:uues~~ester.
priority is given to
volleyball. Basketball takes
over from the end of fall
until mid-spring. Then,
from mid-spring 'til summer we gtve priority to
badminton players. During
the breaks the place is open
to every game.
The J.II'oblem of space
allocalloD, it seems,
becomes an issue wben the
indoor games season starts
The indoor season lasts until
mid-March.
"The demand for space is
greatest between 4 p.m. and
10 p.m., with the mornings
being the fairly empty.
Currently, we get bel.ween
2.700 and 3,500 students
using the center daily.
" We are about ;;aturated
now, " iJunn added.
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strengths and weaknesses .
their attitudes and the way
they've been playing, aU in
consideration - then base my
decision on those things. "
Vaughn said.
He talks to the ones who
don't make the team trip to
explain why he made that
decision and hopes they will
understand that he is only
trying to do what he feels hest
for the team.
Last year the Salukis placed
fourth at the Missouri Valley
Conference meet, hosted and
woo by Wesl Texas Slate.
Vaughn's coaching goals include a better MVC finish this
year and overall team improvement, since this year's
squad has more depth.

Contilct the SPC office
3rd floor Student Cer:ter
536-3393, for more detilils.
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HOCKEY:
Team loses,
wins games

Badminton priorities
irk foreign students
ByS.Yljl

11..,.,· IOpm
549. 7231
1milr sOUlh 0' SIU on 5. 51

C_"-'_Z3
for the Salukis, stOPl)ed eight
shots in the fU'St half,-12 for the
entire game, to send the game
into overtime. The first half
ended in a scoreless tie.
lOner says the problem w~.s
the offense - the Salukis could
not generate any. "They bad to
work to get it through to the
forw8rds." said Illner. In the
first two games of the season,
Illner savs the team just had to
hit the ball tow8rds the forwards and it would go throuJIh.
This will definitlr be
something to be Working 01\
this week says Illner.
AllhouRh the Salukis settled
down 8ni! played bettet' in the
second half, neither team
could genera.te 8 score.
Regulation time ran out with
the score tied~.
Purdue scored at 7:40 in the
overtime. Less than a minute

later Dana Riedel got hit in the
head. which seemed to take the
sharpness out of the team 01\
the defensive end, says Jllner,
Purdue scored again shortly
after Riedel was replaced.
The final score found Purdue
on top 2~.

ONLY M2.75.,...,...
(I.W", Alto AvoIWoIe)
THE STUDENT TRANSIT
TICKET SALES OfFICE LOCATED AT
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Hockey team blanks Valparaiso,
shut out by Purdue in overtime
By Rich H_ton
SlaffWriler

The women's field hockey
team was 1·1 Saturday in their
matches with Purdue and
Valparaiso University.
Playing at 9 a .m ., the
Salukis trounced Valparaiso
11~ io a game that Saluki
coach Julee I11ner says ac·

tuaUy made them lazy for the
Purdue game.

sut.!=~ ~~s::!.aJ1..,olf:~
10 minutes, the score was 7~ at
the end ol the first baH. llloer
says she wanted to keep from

running up the score.
The game played against
Purdue at noon was another

story . lIIoer says Purdue
dominated the whole first half.
The team " panicked" in the
first ten minutes ol the game,
says llloer, but settled down
after thaI.
The play ol the goalie and
the midfield kept the Salukis in
the game. Mary Mazz, goalie
_

All You Can Eat
Pancake Special with coffee $1.60
Good Thru Sept. 21 , 1985
Open M-F,

(HJ

Sat, 8-8

HOCKEY, " - 22
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H Fletcher Christian and Captain Bligh had
known what being stuck in the same boat
would mean, chances are neither would have
set foot aboard.
And if you're stuck in the same boat with a long
distance company that doesn't give you all the
services you need, its easy to harbor mutinous
thoughts.
But when you pick AThT as your long distance
company, you know you're in for smooth sailing.

You'l get trouble-free, reliable service. Immediate
connections-even d~ng the busiest hours.
Guaranteed 60% and 40% discounts off our Day
Rate on state-to-state calls. And operators to
assist you with immediate credit for wrong
numbers and collect calling.
So when you're asked to choose a long distance
company, sign aboard with AThT. With AM Long
Distance Service, you'l never be left stranded.
Reach out and toUch someone.8

'.

Alal

The right choice.
DaHy Egjplian,'Seplembeii8.1985. Pagc23
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Knee brace keeps Mitchell
in game to frustrate Illinois
By Riin W..-nlcl<
StaflWrfl8r

No one knew it at the time,
but a little knee brace may
have kept the Salultis in the
footbaD game against IIlioois
Saturday.
Sophomore tailback Byron
MitcbeD hopped off the fJeld
witb a " popped" muscle when
he caught an Illini helmet on
the knee in the first quarter.
" I was out for a coople of
series, so 1 iced it and !bey put
Ibis brace on. 1 tbinIt it was a
game saver for me. The brace
gave me more security and
added support," MitcheD said.
" The knee hurt a lot, but m;emotions were really high, and
~::Pl. didn't tbinl< about it,"
The brace certainly helped,
because Mitchell ran the IlIini
in circles and had 129 yards
rushing on 16 carries, over
eight yards a carry, and a
touchdown. He also caught a
crucial 19-yard pass in the
fourtb quarter
The performance prompted
head coach Ray Dorr to
proclaim, " Byron MitcheD is a
greatfootbaD player."
Through three games,
MitcheD bas 315 yards rushing
on 36 carries for B.B yards per
carry and two touchdowns. He

bas also caught two passes for
42 yards. But he praised tho>
Salulti offensive line for his
good numbers.
" I credit it to the offensive
line. They're probably the
moat experienced group on the
team. They've reaDy come
together as a team, ". he said.
One of the reuoatI the
Salultis played so well against
the lUini was because they
took sru-c too lightly, Mitchell
said.
"They underestimated us a
lot. They figured !bey would
just dominate us during the
game. But we showed what we
were made of, and we performed reaDy well," he said.
The lUini didn't perform as
w,,11 as he expected in some
areas, Mitchell said.
" I was surprised to see the
offensive line open such big
holes. And I figured the Statue
of Liberty play would work a
coople of times, but !bey didn't
catch on (or the whole game,"
he said.
A1tbougb the Salultis performed weD, MitcheD was still
dejected about the loss.
"I was disappointed we
didn't win it. A coople of
errors, once again, k«!Pt us
from doing that," he said.
He referred to the Soutbwest

By Sand,. Todd
SlalfWritef

Women have been accused
of not sharing the vigorous
appreciation for foothaU that
men have, but the accusations
have litUe basis. A more
hearty affection for the game
might develop in femafes if
!bey were not subjected to the
barbaric living-room customs
of the beer-blooded American
male on a pro-foothall Sunday.
In order to prevent the
inevitable disputes which arise
over a man's Cro-Magnon
tendencies during these
Sundays, complete witb grunts
of, " hey, honey, how about
gettin' me another beer? " , the
men should buy tbemselves a
membership to a special club
to which !bey could retreat

every Sunday from the middle
of SepternM to that blessed
and evenUul day, esound
trumpets ) Superbowl Sunday.
That way, the men could
have their bit of amusement
witbout the women feeling the
overwhelming dread of having
to perform an overhaul on the
house after "the guys" have
overdone it and vacated.
A major attraction of the
club would be a massive
television screen, complete
witb stereo sound, on which
could be witoessed and heard
in aD of its glory, Lyle Alzedo
pulverizing Neil Lomax
because the Cardinals' of-

Be may begin tests
for drugs in athletes
CHESTNUT HILL, Mass.
Boston CofIege
coold begin testing its 700
student atbletes for drugs
as early as next ~mester,
the school's athletic
director said TUesday.
Football Coach Jack
Bicknell and Athletic
Director Bill FIymI are
alDGllll the 15 members of
BC's year-dd CammiUee
for Drug Educatioll and
Testing for StudentAtbleta.
"U'. very important, if
oot f... 8IIY oilier reuGII
than 10 pnIeet IIida fram
goiDl daorD a !ll!tb that's a
dad ead," BickDeIl said.
"U a Itid ~ be'l aettiJIII
a test, maybe be'O my
awar. tram drugI. Evm If
that I the CIIIIy reuGII be
stays away fram It, that'.
good _ _ forme."

eUP!)

Flynn said the move
toward testing was designed
more to deter drug use than
catch offenders.
"U's oot supposed to be
punitive," Flynn said. " U's
supposed to be corrective.
We don't want people using
drugs 10 play for BC, for
their OWD good and the good
of their teammates."

BickDeIJ said he believed
aD BC foofbaD players will

--

be tested before III!llt_
and raDdom testa wID be
made throughoul the
' nIe Be foadJd team was

toadied by a drug inddeSII
Iut
- . wIIeD _ _
fuIIbM:II Jim ar-ae waa
........... 8daIIUed 10

n._

......1l1li 01
ID
-_IDe. HIs case was
~wIlbauta fiDdIDI-

Missouri State game, where
!be Salultis lost 40-28 moaUy
because of eight turnovers.
MitcbeII ran for SI3 yards 011 11
carries. but fumbled the baD
three times.
" My Problem was when I got
into traffIC, I still had the baD
in one hand. I didn't cover it
witb two," be said.
~t:a':l!~ pnJbIem witb one of
"I got a couple of belmets 011
the hand and it was really
swollen during the game.
Every time !bey put a hil on it
it reaDy hurt bad," he said, but
be refused to blame his
troubles on it.
After carrying the baD just
14 times for 84 yards in 1984,
MitcheD takes the adbundant
praise ratber modesUy.
" I dreamed in high school I
could always do well in
coUege, and here I am," he
said.

Correction
TUesday's Daily Egyptian
erroneously stated that Pat
King was the unknown
fresbman quarterback who
played on a par witb the Illini
quarterback. Kevin Brown
was in fact the quarterback in
question.

fensive line didn't do its job.
In the TV room woulil be at
least 100 armchairs, a virtual
Lazy-Boy heaven, with
strategically placed tables
(witbin an arm's reach of each
recliner, of course) laden witb
a wide assortment of emptycaloried delicacies that the
club
members
could
simultaneously gorge tbemselves on and burl at the
screen because of bad plays,
bad calls and bad commercials.
Taking into consideration
every need of the members,
even the rest rooms would be
equipped witb the same stateof-tbe-art electronics as in the
main viewing room, so tbere
would be no missing that "aD

important play" because
nature bas called.
Club membership dues
would be relatively inexpensive, considering aD of the
goodies that come in the
package.
F ... a mere $2SO per season,
members could enjoy up to
eight hours of pre-meditated
slotb every SundBy.
The day would include such
festivities as the normal
network bombardment of ~
game jabber, a nOllta 'c
foothaD trivia session, aD
beer one could cooceiveably
quaff. and the after1l8me
wrapup, encall8ulating aD of
the dar's tbriIIs and spills one
last time to rebeighten the
senses.

Each members in good
standina e\boae ",ho miss no
more Ilian one game during
the season) would be rewarded
accordingly witb invitations
for the member and a guest to
the Superbowl Sunday extravaganza. Chili and hotdogs
would be served as a bonus 011
Ibis auspicious occasion.
'nIe institution of Ibis club
would mean countless hours of
enjoyment for the men, and
save the wome;l countless
hours of after1l8me woes.
"The girls" can watch the
game witb as much zest as the
men do, and - as their bonus
keep an eye on Dall
Marino's cute little ... ab, """D,
some things are better left
unsaid.

White looking forward to taking
Illini on road to baHle Nebraska
URBANA .
CUPI )
Nebraska may seem like an
ndd place to take a footbaD

team for a retreat, but Illinois
coach Mike White said
TUesday be's looking forward
to the weekend rGad trip witb
his team.
"I tbinIt it's~ about
gettinl 011 an airpIaDe,' Wblte
said 01 the anticipated escape.
"I'm ,,1M to be getting 011 the
n.d,'''--No. 17 NeInIb, 0-1......
Illinois Sabarda _
Illinois,
preened a II .-wi CIIIIy _ _ _ a Iutminute field IIG8I attempt by
undenIa& sru-c fell just a few
,ardII u.t lui ........t
CIIIIy JndIaDa 011 the road Iut

:6

~e haft a Jot 10 JII'Oft
heea_ 01 __ ..... (n.d)
perfOl'm8lllle a ,ear ..,. I'm
just ...... 10 lilt II1II team
tGcetber and 0II"1fie~. "

White said his eagerness to

gel on the rGad is oot because
some Illinois fans have booed

the team. Instead, he said that
doing better on the rGad is
something the team bas talked
about and tried to improve
upon and be said it's time to
see'- the team will do.
Nebralka was off last
weelteacl followin& the Iau to
FIarida State ...r Caacb Tom
0Ibarne said be wIabed bIB
sqIIad eauId have done m.-e
thaucriJDm8le.
"Hapef;dly, we didn'l ' 811Y~IId~of It- I felt
aD
that JlIinaiI wID be
ODe of
very best Ie8IM we
pia)' tbIs ~ and I see 110
reuGII to dIaJIIe that IIIiIIkIDI

-;:::.:-r:

oot fared well
in Its fant two
up a total of _
, . . . . . . . . Sautbern Cal
"II!I the SaIakIa. And Illinois'

..-.1IiviIICrun

...Inat the

usually powerful offense has
sputtered, giving up six interceptions and losing three
fumbles.
Quarterback Jack Trudeau
threw just 10 interceptions aD
last season, but has been
forced out iii the pocket
several limes tbIs year.
"Jack bas oot performed
well ID what we call __ dutcb

.lbIa,*-," WhIte saiIL "Part
of Jack's prabIem is thai there
is a buaCb of IUYS ...........
daorD 011 him WhIle be'. baci
there."
IIore cballlle5 were made
.the
ySaII*Ia
after cbe
..
wID
__
__
_. 01
a

'-e IDjury 10 tackle Anal
Doolittle. Also burt &tid
drapped (ram twodeIIp f ... the
NetiraIIta game .we defeasive tackle Ran BaIIIII and
IlDebadrerSam EIInwtb.
NODe• Wbltel8ld.
of the I!IJIIriea, waa
___

